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Abstract

Tonal harmony analysis is an intriguing cognitive skill,
combining general domain knowledge with contextual
cues. In this work we cast it to a Supervised Sequen-
tial Learning problem (SSL), and introduce the system
geraint, showing how such a problem can be solved via
the HMPerceptron algorithm. We explain the main con-
cepts used in music analysis, their use within an auto-
matic environment, and provide their cognitive motiva-
tion, such that geraint is both effective on a computa-
tional viewpoint, and justifiable on musical and psycho-
logical accounts. geraint’s predictions are evaluated
on a corpus of 4-parts harmonized chorals by J.S. Bach.
We report on the experiment, and discuss our system’s
results in comparison to literature.

Introduction
Both human beings and artificial systems involved in
composing, performing or listening music need to some
extent to process and “understand” music. Conse-
quently, several kinds and levels of analysis are possi-
ble, and several disciplines have tackled the problem:
music analysis has been addressed by didactic literature
(Bent, 1994); psychological concerns have inspired theo-
ries about listeners perception and cognition (Lerdahl &
Jackendoff, 1983), as well as about performers strategies
and constraints (Sloboda, 1985). Such seminal studies
have been exploited to the ends of devising automatic ex-
pressive performers (Mantaras & Arcos, 2002). Lerdahl
and Jackendoff’s (1983) theory has been refined and im-
plemented into a working computational model by Tem-
perley (2001): this approach keenly resumes decades of
years of research in the field of music cognition.

Within the broader area of the music analysis, we sin-
gle out the task of tonal harmony analysis. Tonal har-
mony theory encodes how to build chords (i.e., which
pitches compose each chord) and how to concatenate
successions of chords. Music students spend consider-
able amounts of time in learning tonal harmony, which
is still the base of both classical composer’s and per-
former’s background. In turn, the work of J.S. Bach
(1675-1750) is still at the base of harmony courses in
many countries all over the world. Music analysis con-
stitutes a challenging problem for cognitive modeling. In
the Western tonal music (at least until the late 19th Cen-
tury), at each time point of the musical flow one can1

1Hopefully, because controversial cases exist, and they

determine which chord is sounding. Harmonic analysis
consists in indicating the fundamental note (or root) and
the mode of the chord, e.g., C major or F minor.

In this paper we present a system that performs such
analysis: that is, given a score we individuate sets
of simultaneous notes (verticals), and associate a label
〈fundamental note, mode〉 to each vertical. This ap-
proach to the task is commonly accepted and directly
compares, e.g., with that of Pardo and Birmingham
(2002). However, an higher level functional analysis ap-
proach exists that aims at individuating harmonic func-
tions in chords (Schoenberg, 1969). Presently we address
the former, leaving the latter for future work.

One major purpose of the present work is to bring to-
gether different insights from music cognition and mu-
sic domain knowledge to develop an analysis system
that both is effective, and can be justified on musi-
cal and psychological accounts. From a methodological
point of view, our work relies on a state-of-art machine
learning technique, grounded on the conditioned model
paradigm (Collins, 2002). Specifically, the HMPercep-
tron has been fruitfully applied to the natural language
processing domain: here we are interested in showing
that it provides precious insights about the tonal analy-
sis task as well.

The paper is structured as follows: after describing
how music is represented, we first point out some aspects
from music harmony and music cognition that allow cast-
ing music analysis to a sequential classification problem;
we then introduce the geraint system (so named after
glib environment for root and mode analysis in tonal
harmony). Finally, we introduce the experimental vali-
dation and discuss our results in comparison to previous
literature. Conclusions will remark both present limita-
tions and future improvements.

Music Analysis System

Encoding
The fundamental representational structure processed
by geraint is the music event ; whole pieces are rep-
resented as event lists. An event is a set of pitch classes
sounding at the same time; each event may be ac-
cented or unaccented. Each new onset or offset of one
or more notes determines a new event. Pitch classes

constitute one the most interesting aspects of “classical” mu-
sic composition and analysis.
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Figure 1: (a) How notes are converted into the correspond-
ing pitch classes. (b) Passing from the “Common Practice
Notation”, displayed on the left side, to the corresponding
“explicit” representation, on the right side.

(Fig. 1(a)) are categories such that any two pitches one
or more octaves apart are members of the same category.
Their psychological reality received solid experimental
evidence (e.g., see Demany and Semal (1990)). Provided
that we take in input MIDI files, where pitch informa-
tion is encoded into a (pitch) number, pitch classes are
computed by means of modulo-12 of MIDI pitches. E.g.,
if we consider the notes G3 and G4 (corresponding to
MIDI pitches 55 and 67, respectively), they both corre-
spond to the same pitch class: 55%12=67%12=7. Such
a representation is used in the Set Theory (Forte, 1973),
a well-established analytical tradition for atonal music.
For each event we retain some information about the
event duration as well: if a note i is held while a new
note j is played, we consider an event containing i, and
an event composed by both i and j (Fig. 1(b)), in that
also the held note i affects the harmonic content of the
vertical.

A major assumption is that much of the information
required to perform tonal harmony analysis lies in the
notes currently sounding and in their metrical salience.
Specifically, accented events are expected to convey
much harmonic content (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983).
Consequently, we also retain information about whether
an event is accented or not. Meter estimation is based on
the work of Temperley (2001). Our representation disre-
gards some musically relevant though secondary aspects:
doubled notes, absolute note pitches, inversions and ac-
tual duration of the notes are the most prominent (for a
similar input encoding see, e.g., Pardo and Birmingham
(2002) and Raphael and Stoddard (2004)).

Sequential Features in Music
Although a complete account of harmony analysis would
require addressing different aspects at the same time,
such as meter, grouping, phrasing, melodic profiles, con-
trapuntal texture, we restrict our scope to individuat-
ing two main musical dimensions: we focus on “verti-
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(c) Passing tones, retards

Figure 2: The main triads and their enrichment with added
notes (a); cases where triads are incompletely stated (b), and
where triads are stated with some more notes (c), making the
analysis harder.

cal” and on “horizontal” dimensions. The former grasps
the simultaneity of sounds, whereas the latter applies to
successions. Let us introduce the “vertical” dimension.
Harmony theory defines three main kinds or modes of
verticals, and specifically major, minor and diminished
chords. In pitch class terms, such modes refer to verti-
cals composed by any shift of pitches 〈0,4,7〉, 〈0,3,7〉 and
〈0,3,6〉, respectively (Fig. 2(a), measures 1 to 3). For ex-
ample, if we consider major chords, whose pitches are 4
and then 3 half steps apart, we see that 〈0,4,7〉 is a major
chord (C major), and D major (〈2,6,9〉) corresponds to
the same chord shifted by 2 pitch classes to the right:
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Such basic mode patterns can be enriched with one or
more added notes (Fig. 2(a), measures 4 and 5).

Music can be incompletely stated (i.e., we could find
only one or two elements of a triad, as in Fig. 2(b)), or it
can be stated by arpeggio (i.e., one note at a time); more-
over, passing tones, retards, etc., can make the correct
identification a less trivial task (Fig. 2(c)). In addition,
one has to handle ambiguous cases, where composer’s
strategies aim at violating listener’s expectation (Bigand
& Pineau, 1997): intuitively, this corresponds to break-
ing “grammatical” rules. This is an interesting aspect
in the field of analysis, because to a good extent musical
language has evolved under such a pressure for breaking
rules (Schoenberg, 1969).

By considering only the “vertical” aspects of chords
presented in Figure 2(b) and (c), one would hardly pro-
duce reasonable analyses and, in fact, in order to disam-
biguate unclear cases, composers and listeners are proven
to refer to “horizonal” features of music (Krumhansl,
1982) as well. In these cases context plays a funda-
mental role, and contextual cues (presented in Fig. 3(b)
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Figure 3: The main features used by geraint.

and 3(c)) prove to be very useful to the analysis system.
Moreover, harmony changes are well known to follow
patterns where analysis must take into consideration the
succession of chords. So, we represent music analysis as
a sequential problem. Specifically, we cast the problem
of analyzing the harmonic structure to a Machine Learn-
ing (ML) classification problem, suitable to be solved by
Supervised Sequential Learning (SSL) techniques.

Music Analysis as a Sequential task
The SSL task can be specified as follows (Dietterich,
Ashenfelter, & Bulatov, 2004):

Given: A set L of training examples of the form
(Xm, Ym), where each Xm = (xm,1, . . . , xm,Tm) is
a sequence of Tm feature vectors and each Ym =
(ym,1, . . . , ym,Tm

) is a corresponding sequence of class
labels, y ∈ {1, ...,K}.

Find: A classifier H that, given a new sequence X of
feature vectors, predicts the corresponding sequence
of class labels Y = H(X) accurately.

Presently, Xm corresponds to a particular piece of music;
xm,t is the information associated to the event at time
t; ym,t is the chord label (i.e., the chord root and mode)
associated to the event sounding at time t. The problem
is, thus, to learn how to predict the sequence of chord
labels given the musical events information.

Features We first introduce the features used by
geraint, and then the HMPerceptron. The features
can be arranged into the following classes: Notes, Chord
distance, Metric relevance, Chord labels. In general, fea-
tures are used to provide discriminative power to the
learning system. At each time point t, the features are
evaluated in order to compute an informed prediction
about the label to associate with the event.

Notes features, that are “vertical” types of features,
report about the presence/absence of each one of the
12 available pitch classes in each event. For example
(Fig. 3(a)), the occurrence in the training set of the

pitches 〈9,0,4〉 associated with the label “A min”, pro-
vides evidence that these three pitch classes can be ap-
propriately used to strengthen “A min” label for the
event at time t. This information is provided for times
t, t−1 and t+1. So we allow the algorithm to make use
of previous and following notes to discriminate among
possible chord labels.

Chord distance is an horizontal feature (Fig. 3(b)),
reporting about the distance between the previous label
and the current one. Hence, given that the chords C
maj and A min are 9 half-steps apart (in that pitch A
is 9, while C is 0, so (9-0)%12=9), the chord progression
presented in the example also provides evidence for the
transition from G maj to E min. In facts, both C maj-A
min and G Maj-E min are 9 half steps apart (pitch G is 7,
while E is 4). Learning about transitions between chords
is necessary to individuate cadences, that are perhaps
the core harmonic gesture in the whole Western tonal
harmony.

Metric relevance features account for the correlation
of label changes and the beat level (we distinguish be-
tween strong and weak beats) of the event being ana-
lyzed and of nearby events. In general, meter is an im-
portant contextual –thus, horizontal– cue for harmony
changes (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). In Fig. 3(c) the
transition from the first to the second chord provides ev-
idence for the fact that harmony preferably changes in
correspondence of strong beats: both C maj and A min
are accented. The features are used to take into account
t−1 and t, and they are also used to look forward, so to
retain information about the transition from t to t+1 as
well. Provided that we have two kinds of beat (strong,
weak), and that for each t we consider a triple t, t−1 and
t+1, these features are used to learn how the resulting 8
(23) possible metric patterns affect harmony changes.

Chord label features report about which label is actu-
ally asserted. Intuitively, these features allow the algo-
rithm to evaluate something similar to prior probabilities
of the various labels. Here should one consider that there
are many labels (roughly, 12 pitch classes × 3 modes ×
3 possible added notes (4th, 6th, 7th) = 108) possible
labels. These features have been devised with the aim
at biasing the analysis towards most frequent labels. In
other words these features should be used, other things
being equal, to favor frequently stated labels.

Our classes of features can be compared with Temper-
ley’s (2001) preference rules for the harmonic structure.
His “Compatibility rule” encodes the preference for roots
that better explain the current pitches, thus it has the
same intent as our Notes features2. Also, our Metric
relevance features, trying to extract how much meter
affects harmony changes, is expected to play a similar
role as Temperley’s “Strong beat rule”. For the case of
the Chord distance feature, this compares with Temper-
ley’s “Harmonic variance rule”3. Our feature is aimed
at learning about any chord transition in harmony, thus

2 However, Temperley considers pitches and not pitch
classes: that is, his representation distinguishes between
notes with the same pitch, e.g., D] and E[, which in our
representation are instead flattened in the pitch class “3”.

3Which states: “Prefer roots that are close to the roots of



providing geraint with a rather complete vocabulary of
chord progressions, where each transition has a weight
expressing how often it occurs in a given corpus.

The SSL problem can be solved with several tech-
niques, such as Sliding Windows, Hidden Markov Mod-
els, Maximum Entropy Markov Models, Conditional
Random Fields, and the HMPerceptron (see (Collins,
2002) for a review). For both effectiveness and computa-
tional reasons, we chose to implement the HMPerceptron
strategy.

HMPerceptron One can figure out the result of tonal
harmonic analysis as a path in a graph with multiple ver-
tices to choose from at each step (Fig. 4). Provided that
each vertex correspond to a label for a given event, the
analysis problem corresponds to find a sequence of la-
bels. The HMPerceptron is charged to perform analysis:
that is, it returns the sequence of labels that optimizes
the cost of the graph traversal. At learning time, weights
are optimized so to choose those that best satisfy some
criteria. A similar optimization approach has been pro-
posed by Temperley and Sleator (1999). The big differ-
ence resides in the fact that while their preference rules
approach is grounded on explicit encoding of knowledge,
we learn such weights from data, based on a state-of-art
technique.

HMPerceptron algorithm has been recently pro-
posed (Collins, 2002) as an extension of Rosenblatt’s
(1958) Perceptron to sequential problems. Even though
the HMPerceptron does not acquire a probabilistic
model, in that its output can’t be formally stated in
term of probabilities, nonetheless it draws from simi-
lar ideas and has similar strengths: for example, they
both were applied to the same Part-Of-Speech tagging
problem, with similar results (Lafferty & Pereira, 2001;
Collins, 2002).

In stark contrast with Rosemblatt’s Perceptron, which
relies on a very simple choosing scheme, in the case of
sequential labeling there exists an exponential number of
possible label sequences. To enumerate them all, and to
pick the best is clearly unfeasible. In order to tame the
hypotheses evaluation complexity, a first order Markov
assumption can be made. In a conditioned model, this
amounts to assume that the probability of observing
any given label yt depends only on the previous label
yt−1, given the observations: Pr(yt|y1, . . . yt−1, X) =
Pr(yt|yt−1, X).

The first order Markov assumption has two important
consequences. The first one is that features cannot ex-
ploit any information about labels besides that currently
assigned and the previous one. On the other side, one of
the advantages of conditioned models is that the whole
X is exploitable regardless t: for instance, the sets of
features Metric relevance could not consider label infor-
mation about the event at time t-2 or t+1, but they can
make use of metrical information (e.g.) at time t + 1.
Secondly, Viterbi decoding (Rabiner, 1989) can be used
to decide in linear time (w.r.t. the size of the sequence)
about the best possible sequence of labels. Viterbi can

nearby segments on the line of fifths” (Temperley, 2001).
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of the labelling problem
for K=6.

be interpreted as a best path search algorithm, suitable
for particular kinds of graphs. In our settings, the graph
is constructed starting from K × T nodes: one for each
label/time position pair (Fig. 4). All vertices that cor-
respond to a given time instant are fully connected with
the nodes that correspond to the following time event
(the absence of all other edges in the graph is the fin-
gerprint of the first order Markov assumption). A left-
to-right path in this graph corresponds to computing T
labels, i.e., a labelling of T events.

The HMPerceptron algorithm estimates the weights
associated to the features in such a way to maximize H
accuracy over the training set. The algorithm is very
similar to Rosenblatt’s Perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958):
W is initialized to the zero vector; then, for each example
(Xm, Ym) in the training set, H(X) is evaluated using
the current W . Two situations may occur: the sequence
of labels predicted by H is identical to Ym or this is
not the case, and a number of errors are committed.
In the first case, nothing is done for that example, and
the algorithm simply jumps to the following one. In the
second case, the weight vector is updated, using a rule
very similar to the Perceptron update rule:

ws = ws +
T∑

t=1

φs(X, y′t, y
′
t−1)(Iy′

t=yt
− Iy′

t 6=yt
).

In the formula φs represents a feature, yt represent the
t-th “correct label”, y′t denotes currently predicted t-th
label, and IP represents the function that returns 1 in
case P is verified and 0 otherwise. By noticing that (we
omit the arguments of φs for brevity):

φs · (Iy′
t=yt

− Iy′
t 6=yt

) =


+1 if φs = 1 ∧ y′t = yt

−1 if φs = 1 ∧ y′t 6= yt

0 if φs is 0

it is immediate to verify that the rule emphasizes fea-
tures φs which are positively correlated with good classi-
fication and de-emphasize those that are negatively cor-
related with it.



Experimental Validation

Material In order to assess geraint, we collected and
analyzed 30 4-parts harmonized chorales by J.S. Bach.
The availability of large annotated corpora is a serious
problem that we attempted to overcome by our own anal-
ysis. The dataset contains overall 3,016 events in 30
different sequences, for an average of 100.5 events per
sequence and a standard deviation of 34 events. The
minimum and maximum number of events per sequence
are 54 and 207 respectively. The majority class in the
dataset corresponds to the “G maj” chord label that
covers about 9.2% of the dataset.

Predictions Design features of geraint and evi-
dences reported in cited literature suggest the following
predictions: 1) geraint grasps the most salient aspects
of the harmonic language in Bach chorales; 2) geraint
learns some more subtle harmonic aspects, like the use
of dissonant passage tones, consisting in the use of di-
minished harmonies and added notes, such as 4th, 6th

and 7th.

Procedure To grade to which extent geraint ad-
heres to the predictions, we propose three experiments,
and as many accuracy measures. We test the system
on three datasets obtained by labelling in three differ-
ent ways the original one. The result are three different
experiments: i) dataset labels specify the fundamental
note and the mode only; ii) “7-th chords” are also spec-
ified; iii) the dataset is labeled using the full fledged
analysis. It is worth noticing that, due to the increasing
number of labels to distinguish (all other things being
equal), the analysis task becomes increasingly difficult,
and a drop of the generalization error is anticipated.

In each experiment geraint has been iterated 30
times in a leave-one-out cross validation setup, consid-
ering each piece one example: each time, one of the ex-
cerpts has been removed from the training set and used
for testing.

Results The cross-validation accuracy of the system is
87%, 82% and 78% for the experiments i), ii) and iii),
respectively. More detailed information is reported in
Table 1, providing a taxonomy of the errors. The line
labelled “any” describes the absolute percentage of the
errors committed by the system. The other lines decon-
struct this value into more meaningful and informative
components also indicating, within parenthesis, how (in
percentage) the current error compares with the over-
all error. For instance, in the experiment i), geraint
misclassifies 12.46% of the events. Among the reported
classes of errors, the most prominent one is confusing
chords on parallel tones. This entry, in fact, explains er-
rors on 4.87% of the events (which corresponds to 39.1%
of 12.46%).

Discussion

geraint provides good results when trained and tested
on “rough” roots and modes, whereas it looses about
10% accuracy considering fully specified chords. Some
facts deserve being pointed out.

Table 1: Percentages of errors are reported for each ex-
periment. Each entry reports the absolute percentage and
(within parenthesis) the relative one for each error class.

Kind of Experiment
Errors i) ii) iii)

any 12.46 (100) 17.37 (100) 22.08 (100)
parallel tones 4.87 (39.1) 4.48 (25.8) 5.45 (24.7)
perfect fourth 1.89 (15.2) 1.53 (8.8) 2.03 (9.2)
perfect fifth 1.72 (13.8) 2.08 (12) 1.85 (8.4)
wrong mode 1.0 (8) 0.66 (3.8) 1.66 (7.5)
wrong 7th - 4.88 (28.1) 5.81 (26.3)
wrong 6th - - 0.83 (3.8)
wrong 4th - - 1.04 (4.7)
Total of 9.48 (76.0) 13.63 (78.5) 18.67 (84.6)
explanations

First, from the musical theory and musical cognition
perspective, different kind of errors should be distin-
guished. For instance, major and minor chords that are
set a minor third (or 3 half steps, in pitch classes terms)
apart are acknowledged to be similar (Krumhansl, 1991),
and are known as “parallel tones” ( e.g., C maj and A
min). To confuse between parallel tones is often con-
sidered a venial error if, e.g., compared to confusing be-
tween major and minor modes or between chord set a
perfect fifth (that is, 7 half steps) apart. The typologies
of errors are the following: misclassifications of chords
with their parallel tones; confusing chords set a perfect
fourth (5 half steps) or a perfect fifth (7 half steps) apart;
predicting the wrong mode; to fail in handling seventh,
sixth and fourth added notes.

The relevance of misclassifications due to parallel
tones (Table 1) reveals that geraint is actually learning
the similarity between them and gets confused because
of it. Since parallel tones share two pitches4, the Notes
features are likely to be the main responsible of these
inaccurate predictions. Besides, since passages between
parallel tones frequently occur, also the Chord distance
feature might have contributed to misclassifications. In
fact, by inspecting the features’ weights in experiment
iii), we note that one of the most relevant chord transi-
tions learned concerns passing between parallel tones.

Another frequently encountered error in experiments
ii) and iii) consists in missing (or indicating improperly)
an added seventh. In most cases, this can be considered
a venial error, too.

In sum, the results on experiments ii) and iii) indicate
geraint produces acceptable analyses from a musical
point of view, despite lower accuracies w.r.t. experiment
i).

It is interesting to look at the weights learned in ex-
periment iii). For space reasons we report about them
in a qualitative way only5. Firstly, all of the highest
ranked features reveal that the most relevant informa-

4 E.g., C maj and A min are composed by 〈0,4,7〉 and
〈0,4,9〉 respectively.

5A file detailing those results will be avail-
able at http://www.di.unito.it/∼esposito/
radicioni05bach-featureweights.txt.



tion used involves next and current event rather than
the last one: that is, the perceptron uses information
about next vertical to analyze the current one. Humans
adopt the same strategy in cases where current informa-
tion disallow a unique interpretation, provided at next
step (Bigand & Pineau, 1997).

The weights associated to metrical patterns indicate
that geraint elaborated a neat preference for chord
transitions in correspondance with accented events.
Such findings substantially fit to experimental evidences
and analytical strategies known in literature, e.g., the
“Metric variance rule” (Temperley, 2001), and the like;
but perhaps the main result is that the learned weights
corroborate the present approach, providing informative,
and reasonable results.

geraint still needs various improvements, both for
what pertains music representation (much more infor-
mation would deserve being retained) and the refine-
ment of the classes of features. One major deficiency
is in disregarding music key structure: without such an
information, one has no way to interpret cadences and
other relevant successions in Western tonal music. How-
ever, the present approach allows to add new features in
a modular fashion.

The current setting provides good accuracy rates when
compared to the state of art systems. A plethora
of different test-beds for analysis, and analysis defini-
tions exist. To name a few, Pardo and Birmingham’s
(2002) Harm-An reaches 77% accuracy, while Temper-
ley’s Melisma (2001) raises to 88%. Both systems were
tested on a music corpus richer than ours, but Pardo and
Birmingham disregard harmonies extended with the 4-th
and 6-th (which implies a simpler task), while Temper-
ley handles pitch spelling, key information, but dismisses
the chords mode.

Conclusions

geraint has some notable virtues, long beyond perfor-
mances: not only it supplied satisfying results, despite a
rather limited dataset, but also it turned out to be ad-
equate to deal with the harmonic analysis problem, ex-
ploiting music sequential nature. In this paper we have
introduced some salient music cognition insights under-
pinning its design, and described the simple and power-
ful control strategy that geraint implements. Similari-
ties and differences with an outstanding model for music
analysis (Temperley, 2001) have been pointed out and
discussed throughout the work.
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